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Research & Tools to Up Your Social Media Game



We hope to understand what posting strategies work and what strategies need
improvement so anti-violence organizations can better promote their services and

grow their supporter community.



A literature review to determine best practices in social media and digital
marketing 

 Selected 6 organizations from across Canada 

Assessed their social media posts to determine how well they followed the
best practices found in the literature. 

Based on our findings, we provided a list of recommendations 



Branding and Visual Appeal  Imagery Usesage  

Hashtag

Language  Digital Marketing Campaings 



Use Consistent Branding and Incorporate Nature-Inspired Images, Shapes,
and Colours

Incorporate your logo and/or brand colours into each post

Nature-inspired images, shapes, and colours (e.g. green & grey) are
received by viewers as inclusives 

 Incorporating playful photos as part of a post can help with enhancing the
message being shared in a post's text content. 

One of the most popular visual imaging styles for these platforms
is handmade signs that have been photographed 



 Tailoring the language and content of a post based on the platform on which
it will be shared helps to increase likes and comments.

Instagram focuses on visual storytelling through
beautiful imagery to draw in viewers. 
Twitter focuses on short text and links. 
Facebook allows for a combination of both styles of
posting, imagery, sort or long text, links as well as
auditory posts. 
TikTok and YouTube allow visual and auditory posts
that can incorporate text. 

 



Studies have demonstrated that youth believe a strong digital marketing
campaign design can change personal actions and improve social
welfare in communities. 

Fear-based campaigns can catch traction fast and are seen by anti-violence
services as a good base principle for deterrence, but they are not as
effective as personal experiences shared.

When Anti-violence services include information on activism and personal
experiences it connects the viewer to the issue. For example, sexual
violence awareness campaigns, the personal narrative helps to battle
misinformation. 



One anti-violence organization from each of the following geographic areas
for a total of 6 organizations to include in our study: Nunavut, British
Columbia, Saskatchewan, Ontario and Newfoundland.

 In November 2020, we collected the following data from each organization: 

These organizations included shelters, sexual assault centres, anti-violence
counselling centres, and sex work advocacy organizations.

Website: emergency exit button, information & access to services
and links to social media. 
Social media posts: # of posts, likes, shares, comments, and images
used. Posts were also assessed based on content, including
hashtags used. 



NCYR – an Anti-Violence Organization in the territories did not have
any social media accounts but did have a website. 

Internet access 

Populations active social media accounts 



What social media accounts were used by organizations 

How often they posted on each social media account 

Originality of post 



Using hashtags that are created just for your organizations allows for a
few things.

Using hashtags that connect to the relevance of the post, brings
viewers who are interested in these issues.

Include location in a hashtag, allows for connection between service
users, volunteers and donors in your area



Choose a branding design and stay consistent. 

Curate a different list of accounts to follow on each platform.

Post consistently across all social media channels.

Customize post image dimensions and text for each platform. E.g.
Twitter requires rectangle image dimensions & works well with links VS
Instagram where square images and blog-like text work best.

Inclusive branding includes symbols that incorporate images or
patterns of nature, geometric shapes.



Research relevant hashtags and use these hashtags consistently. 

Use images or videos with all posts, Images incorporating handmade
signs or people in the organization connect the viewers to the issues.

When creating a digital campaign, tailor the campaign to the relevant
issues and groups on each platform.

Include a call for engagement (example: tell us what you think, share
your experience, use this hashtag to ... )

If your organization created its own hashtag, use it on every post.




